THE TEXTTLE ASSOCTATTON (tNDtA)
A.T.A. PART III EXAMINATION-2018
PAPER-A3.OD

Date:25.12,2018

GARMENT TECHNOLOGY
MARKS: 100
Time: 10.00 a.m. to 01.00 p.m.

lnstructions:
1. Attempt any six questions out of whiclr Q.1 i-s compulsory
2. Answer each next main question on new page

3. Figure to the right indicate full marks
4. illustrate your answers with sketches and flow chart wherever necessary
5. Use of non programmable electronic pocket calculator permissible
6. Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in exam hall
7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary

Q1".

a) Fill up the blanks:
i" The fabric is checked for _
before taking into cutting.
ii. A__ oaper is used to separate the lays laid in cuttingtable
iii. Two fabrics are joined together by __
iv. 4 point system is used for checking _
v. Small parts are cut using _
machine in cutting section
b) Expand the abbreviations:
i
U BT machine
ii
CAD stands for
iii
SAM stands for
iv
DNLS stands fcr
XL stands for
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c) True or False:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Buttons are used as closures in Garment industry
Cold shoulder garments will follow fashion cycle
The dimensions of the XL size shirt will be less than the dimensions of M size shirt
A tracing wheel is used in Sewing Section.
v. Stain is not a defect in Garment
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dl Match the following:
a) Finishing

ornamentation
2. Tracing Wheel
3. Washing Machine
4. Ctverlock machine
5. Ramsons Machine

1" Surface

b)Sewing
clCutting
d) Embroidery
e) Testing Lab
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Q2

a) Discuss sewing machine feed mechanism
b) What are the different types of Sewing machines
c) Mention different types of stitches
Q3
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What is surface ornamentation of Garments? Give two examples
b) While doing woven fabric inspection the inspector got 38 points. Total fabric checked
was 400 meters of S8"width.Calculate Total Points per 100 Sq yd.
c) What is difference between seam and stitch? Discuss

a)
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Q4.
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a) Explain the functions of Merchanciising
b) How do you arrive at the fabric consumption for a garment
c)What is Fusing? What are the three parameters connected with fusing?
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Q5.
a)

b)
c)

Discuss on Denim lvashing
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Discuss about needles briefly
What are the activities of Cutting
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Q6.

a) What is fashion cycle? Discuss in Detail
b) What is fabric inspection? Discuss briefly
c) What are the functions of Merchandising?
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a) Discuss the advances in Garment Technology
b) Write flow chart for Garment process
c) What are the objectives of cutting?
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Q8.
a) What are different types of machines used in finishing section?
b) What are maior and minor defects in Garment? Give examples

c) List B accessories used in Garment
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